
Fig. 3-2. The pineh method
offers the artist many options
for creating organic shapes.

Student rvork, Kayii Robison, Acorn

and Leaf,2009. Terra sigiilata, cone

05, neh'spaper post-{ire smoke.

PinEhing
Using the pinch method, you hand-build
forms by squeezing clay between thumb
and fingers. Making a pinch pot may seem

simple, but it is an art to hollow out a pot
from a single piece of clay. Japanese

ceramic forms are ideal examples of this
art, in which the form is perfected accord-

ing to an acknowledged sense of beauty.

For example, each part of a tea bowl-
its contours, rim, base, the feel and bal-

ance in the hand-amplifies its exquisite

dignity. (For more about Japanese tea

bowls, see page 59.)

To make a pinch pot, squeeze the clay

between the thumb and fingers of one

hand while your other hand holds and

turns the clay. Thin and increase the
height of a pot by repeating this rhythmic
action. The product usually has a natural
or organic quality marked by variations in
balance and shape. The walls can feature

the textural repetitions of finger marks as

part of the design, have a surface textured
by some other method such as paddling,

or be scraped smooth with a metal rib.

Fig. 3-3, What theme does this cup express? Describe how
strocture and decoration balance the design,
Studentwork, Jennifer Reuscir, RenzlFrenzi,2A09. i{and carved, slab-bui1t,

cone 04 glazes.

ffi Making a pinch pot is not just
a beginner's method. Some of the world's

most beautiful pottery has been created

by pinching. The key to success lies in
controlling the turning rhythm while
keeping the amount of pressure even for
each pinch.

Fig. 3-4. How many sections do you think were
pinched and joined together to form this sculp-
ture? At what point in the process did the art-
ist add texture and other decorative elements?
Student work, Alyssa Roririguez,Tetonkn,2009. Cone 05

white earthenware, pinclied, with glaze and underglaze.
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To make a basic pinch pot, take a lump of
clay about the size of a lemon. It should

fit comfortably in your hand. Keep a damp

sponge nearby to wet your hands.

s Press one thumb into the middle of the

lump. The clay at the bottom will be the

base of your pot, which should be roughly

as thick as the walls. For this exercise,

try to make the walls and the base about

%" (.6 cm) thick. As you develop your

tactile sense, you will be able to tell if the

clay is too thick or too thin.

Fress clay rnri*h

sse thurnb"

,../

With your thumb inside at the center of
the base, begin pinching the clay gently
between the thumb and fingers of one

hand while you support it and slowly

turn it with the other hand.

Finch while
turning.

Use a gentle, even pressure for each

pinch to maintain an even thickness in
the walls.

Make a complete rotation for each row
of finger pinches.

After you've gone around once, move

your pinching thumb and fingers up a

bit and start a new rotation.

Move tlp, pineh,
and *r:rn.

Each succeeding row of pinches should

slightly overlap the row below.

Press your thumb and pinching fingers

onto the dampened sponge when you

feel the clay dryingout. Smooth over

any cracks with your moistened fingers.

As the walls become thinner, the clay

can become too flexible and lose its
shape. If that happens, let the clay dry
a bit before you finish the pot. Set the

pot on the table upside down for a few

minutes to let it firm up, or set the pot
upright inside something (a jar, a paper

tube, mug, or afrozenjuice container)
to help support the walls.

SBrcoth
eracks rnrith
moistened
frngers"

Fig. 3-5. Pinching techniques offer the artist
many expressive options. $urfaces may show
finger marks or be scraped smooth. Shapes can
be asymmetrical or balanced. Honi! do you think
these pinched cups were finished?
Japanese, Sake cup and rakLt teilcLLp. Glazed ceramic,

2' (5 cm) and 2iri" (6.3 cm) diameter. Private coilection.
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Fig. 3-5. A pot should be firm enough ta h+ld
its shape before irngrressing a design on the
surface or joining two edges.

Fig" 3*?. Paddle tools.

After the clay has stiffened slightly,
pinch the walls thinner and give the
rim its final shape. You can either flare
out the rim for a wider opening or
gently ease the rim inward for anar-
rower opening.

Shape the rinr,

You can change the appearance of your
pinch pot after it has stiffened a bit:
a Paddle the walls to refine the form or

change the shape.

e Add textures by impressing or carving.
w Add a foot, or base, to the pot to balance

the form and help it to stand properly.
s Decide if you want the surface of the

pot to be rough or smooth. You can

leave finger marks on the surface for
decoration or scrape the pot smooth
with a metal rib when leather-hard.

Serape with rib.

ffi Make a few pinch pots with your
eyes closed. You'll be surprised how easy it
is to tell the thickness of the walls just by
touching. Experience the process without
visual distraction.
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Fig. 3-8" This
series $f dis-
tinrt eharac-
ters, f'orrned try
pinehing, shows
how open this
m*thcd can be tc:
the imagination
r:f the artist,
St:-ident'work,
h{arissa I\'icrlr:n,
hfunr,gerie,2{-tC7 .

Lc'*-{ire earthi':l-

F. *:2
.F*. +, - .H :."r -.,"\..i:: -!-!

' ii-'* 1i

Addflxag a smm*
Adding a "foot" to your pot not only bal-

ances the form, but also gracefully lifts
the entire pot. Be sure to add the foot
before the pot dries out.
s Make sure your pot stands well by flat-

tening the base slightly to keep it from
rocking.

Turn your pot upside down and mark
the spot for the foot. (Try putting it
just inside the edge of the base.)

Draw a circle on the base of the pot and
score its edges.

$core
loeatiorl
of foot"

i,ir:r.r I

#

g

Roll out a thin coil of clay and make a

ringa little smaller than the base.

Apply clay slip (liquid clay) to the base.

Press the foot onto the pot and smooth
the join with your finger or modeling
tool.

s When the pot is dry, scrape and smooth
the surface.

Sponge down the table
after you finish working and rinse off your

tools at the end of the class. Collect clay

fragments and recycle them to prevent clay

dust from entering the studio atmosphere.
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Fig" 3-L?. Do yau think these were made
for performing or for decoration? Mariah
Clearwater rnakes rattles using both hand-
built (pinch) and throrar:: techniques. trGrhat

rnaterials other thar: clay do you see in these
tr,vo rattles?
N'lariah Ciearwaler, Rrffles, 1997. C1ay, mixed media, 14"
(36 cn) higl:, 4" (10 cm) diarneter. Courtesy cf the artist.

Select a decorative technique to finish
the surface and complement the musi-

cal theme you wish to convey.

Look carefully at your finished pinched

forms. How can you tell they were

made by the pinch method? Does the

shape seem to iift up or does it appear

low and squat? Is it lighter or heavier

than you expected?

Consider arranging a performance

piece with your fellow students, using

your rattles to accompany a favorite
musical number.

€oflX&ng
Like the pinch technique, coiling has

existed since the beginning of ceramics.

Coiling is a much more versatiie technique

than pinching. Contemporary arts and

crafts potters as well as traditional African
and Native American potters still use the
technique.

Using the coil method, you hand-

build forms by rolling clay into a long,

thin piece like a snake or a rope. Potters

usually use coils to build circular forms,

adding the coils on top of one another.

Coils can also be used to add straight lines

or vertical elements to a pot.
Coiling's versatility makes it well-suited

to building different types of pots. Coil-

ing allows you to build a large pot fairly
quickly-the only limit to the size of
a ceramic coiled piece is the size of the
kiln used to fire it. Large pieces can be

engineered with a network of inside coil

supports that reinforce the outside walls

of the form.

Fig, 3*13. RolI only on€ os two eoi! lengths at a
time in order to maintain moistare content and
allow for Sexibility when forrning y*ur piece.
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To create a coiled pot, you will need the fol-
lowing tools: bat or banding wheel, model-

ing tools, sponge or brush, rib tool, knife or
flexible hacksaw blade for smoothing, and

a smooth stone or metal spoon.

Think about how you want to shape

your pot. The shape ofyour base affects

the ultimate shape of your pot. A wide,

flaring base will support a wider pot. A
narroq high base will suit a pot that's a
bottle or bud-vase shape. Make a sketch

and keep the silhouette nearby as you

proceed. Work on abandingwheel orbat
(a round piece of wood) that can be easily

turned.

Fig. 3-14. What do yon
think may have been the
plrrpose of these pots?
Although these hand*
built vessels weEe made
using the coil technique,
forms such as these can
also be constructed us-
ing the pinch technique
shown on page 57,

Prma, Htrmen Effigy Jars,1926.
B" (20 cm) high. Courtesy of
Arizona State Museum.

To form the base of your pot:
o Take a piece of claythe size of a grape-

fruit and pinch it into a shallow bowl
shape. Keep the walls fairly thick
(about %") (1.6 cm).

Form
the base.

e Smooth and compress the inside wall of
the base with a rib tool while your other
hand supports the wall from the
outside.

4. banding
wheel.

ffi Potters usually start a coil pot
by making a shallow bowl shape to sup-

port the base of the vessel. The size of the
support doesn't limit the ultimate size of
the pot-it keeps the weight of the coils

from pressing down on the base and

creating a squat shape.

Snrooth the
inside; $upport
the nutside"

Score the edge of the base.

Moisten it with a wet brush or damp

sponge.

lldoisten
scored edge.

*
o

Now you're

the walls.
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Fig. 3-15" ?his hand-built
piece is a combination of
pinch, coil, and slab build-
ing. What ties the work
together and helps achieve
unity in this design?
Siudent fr'ork, l'4elissa Sanchez,

t h,l. ieopc., ,1007. hrnd b.t:lr.
pinch, coi1, s1ab, low-fire glazes.

ffi*vw t* &&afu* #*f,&s
Coils should be of uniform shape and long
enough to fit around the edge ofyour
pot. As a rule, the coil diameter should
be twice as thick as the walls of the pinch
pot you've created for the base. Later, you

can thin the walls to the width you desire

when you finish the piece by smoothing
and scraping its surface.

Squeeze a thick lump of clay into a
snake shape, roll the clay on a smooth
surface with the palms of your hands, or
use an extruder.

ffi To make coils byhand, take a
piece of clay and roll it into a snake shape,

then lay it on a flat surface. Starting at the
middle of the snake, roll the clay back and

forth, keeping the palm and fingers flat
while moving them lightly and gently to
the outer edges of the coil.

Fig. 3*16. What, if anSrthing, teXls you that this
pct was made using the coil teehnique? How
does *he title ernphasize the work's decorative
qualities anei design?
S rrrdent wcrk, A1lie Ray, Carden Vp.se, 20A9. Coil-built,
mairlica gJazr',vitir various urderglazes on top.

-- :,.- l=,:i:-- :.- , : -,:=,.!1
.:
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e Cut a coil the length of the base circum-

ference and lay it in a ring onto the

scored surface of the base'

Lay a coil
on scored
edge.

To join the coil to the base, smooth the

coil downward on the inside and

smooth the base upward on the outside.

Join coil
to base,

Add a coil on toP that matches the

thickness of the one below it. The ends

of the new coil should join to make a

ring. If your coil is too long, cut off the

excess; if it's too short, add in a shorter

coil and join all the edges.

Join coil ends.

Smooth the coils together. Join coils

securely, so they won't crack or separate

later.

Continue to make new coils and in-

crease the height of the walls.

Fig. 3-1?" t{I}rat *oe* tfu* *pe:r-ha:ad gestaure

of this pai.r sf csiles Scr*rs !n:ply? What s*her
elernents are alsed t* e*ahacace the char*ceer *f
this design?
t : -: -t::i ilctk. iessica H a'{strsm , {rt*tar ci I ife ' 2'jt)8'

:: ::'l1ir. .orLc 0; .rxi{its, ulderglaze :nrl iilaz:e'

$#i#iji4*fgffi

An extruder is a simPle mechani-

cal device that compresses clay and

forces it into coils or hollow tubes of

different sizes depending on the die

you choose. You can make coiled or

extruded forms that are symmetrical

or asymmetrical, refined and smooth,

or rough and primitive. Extruders are

often used when manY evenlY made

coils are required, such as for alarge

sculptural work. (See Fig.3-17 ')

4 Prepare clay for extruding bY

wedging or kneading to the

desired consistencY.

. Select and install a die for the

shape you want, and load the

extruder with claY.

Pull the handle down slowlY and

evenly.

Collect the clay and trim it to size.

i! ,.r, o'i ,, , ,
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Fig. 3-1"8. Thi* coil-
built work encourages
the curious viewer to
peer inside. How does

the artist use form,
color, and glaze ap-
plication t0 create an
aura of uncertaintY?
Strrdelt lr,ori<, Stephanie R

Skaggs, Srrnkeri Lalr, 2{-i08.

Red eartht:nlvare, coil bui1t,

niuitipie fi rings, layered

elazes, shoe poiish. spray

paint.

If the coils are soft enough, they may be

joined without scoring the edges. If you

have to leave your pot and come back

later, the clay may have dried. In this case,

score the edges of the pot and the new coil

and moisten them with a brush dipped in

water or a damp sponge before pressing

together.
If your clay is damp, the weight of the

coils may cause the walls to sag. If this

happens, let the walls stiffen to support

additional coils by leaving your piece

uncovered for about twenty minutes.

Keep the top ring moist by covering it
with plastic or a damp cloth. When you

resume coiling, if the surface ring has

stiffened, score and slip it before joining

the first new coil.

$ig. 3-19. Name the design techniques this
artist used to give each extruded coil tube a
uniqale character. What rnood or feeling is
generat*d by the arrangernent of these forms?

Studerr urork, Andrerv Hillmer. Truisle,1, 2illlS. Ilxtmded

tarthclrr,'are, iorv hre glazes.
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ffi Once formed, coils will dry out
quickly because their large surface area

comes into contact with air. Cover your
coils with a piece of plastic or a moist
cloth to keep them damp while you work.

As you continue, you can best control your
pot's shape by following these hints:
s Start laying each new coil in a different

place each time.
e Support the growing shape with both

hands, one on the outside and the
other inside, as you join and smooth
each coil ring onto the one below.

$upXror* pot
and srnoe:t}r
coils insisle.

To change the wall's direction inward,

attach the coil toward the inside of the

rim. If you want the wall to flare out,
place the coil toward the outer edge.

Look at your pot from all angles, not
just from above, as you construct it to
see how the coiling is developing and

adjust the shape.

Define the shape ofyour pot and

compress the clay by gently tapping the

surface with a wooden paddle when the
walls are firm. Use light pressure when
paddling.

tre6me s*lape
and eompress
el*y.

Fig. 3-2S. This student
rrses eoi!-buiXdi::g
techniques to forrn his
scr"rlpture. Ilo*ren an
anclosed piece such as

this is cor*pleted, it is
importan* to nrake a
hcle in it to a!l*r,rn air
to €scape during Sring.

Fig. 3-21. fcnsiderthe negative space in this
coiE struetqre as a design ele:nent" [Iow does
light play a role in this piece?
Student rvork, iiaren Fe1iz, Canilnencement, 2C09. Ceramic

coiis. carued.
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Add the final coils to create the top
edge ofyour pot.
Check the lip, or top edge, to make sure

the angle and size balance and fit with
your pot's character.

Srnooth
top coils.

Smooth the walls with a rib tool or
scrape them with a flexible hacksaw

blade when the pot is leather-hard.

Recycle clay so that it
doesn't end up as dust and damage your
lungs. Put a sheet ofnewspaper under
your piece when you scrape or sand it to
collect clay fragments and dust.

$crape
bottorn
of pot.

Check to make sure that the weight is
evenly distributed throughout the pot.
Scrape the bottom with sandpaper or a
rasp blade (a metal scraper) to even off
the base if necessary.

Allow your pot to dry slowly to avoid
cracking.

I

}
':.::i

Fig" 3-??" ${+lllo?sf 6trur:tair*s c*xa k* *esify
**nstraaetcd fr+rn c*:il*, *xat *oi!* r*wst be {irrl:ty
!*ixred t*gether *r t*re3r m*3r separate wkert
shrinhage o{eE-aHs dare"i*g d.ryis:g an* fir'i*g"
Siuilr rr i rvi-rh, I ier tlr er 3rhiieirlcr. O t1 :ji !i.! i. :l{llll;. {-lil
brrilf. vr,1:itr rlav.
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